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Positioning: Normal

No runners on base with less than two outs
Normal positioning will be utilized in any situation with no runners on base, and any number of outs. In normal depths with

less than 2 outs, the corner infielders can play in to defend any bunt attempts by the offense. Both fielders can increase their

depth by one step as the hitter records one and two strikes.

Corner infielders should playoff the lines to defend against the larger percentage of ground balls hit to the middle of the field.

Outfielders will play normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center fielder may

shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

P Mound

C Home plate
18 Even with the bag, a body length and 2 steps off the line
28 Regular depth aligned with the RF gap
SS Regular depth aligned with the RF gap
38 Even with the bag, a body length and 2 steps off the line
LF Middle depth between the 3rd baseman and shortstop
CF Middle depth behind the second base bag
RF Middle depth between the 1st baseman and 2nd baseman

9
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Positioning: Double Play

Runners on first base with less than two outs
Double play depth will be utilized in any situation with runners on first base, with less than two outs.

Middle infielders will play 3-4 steps in and 3-4 steps toward the middle of the field to make sure they can reach the bag before

the runner.

The corner infielders can play in on the grass to defend any bunt attempts by the offense. Both fielders can increase their

depth by one step as the hitter records one and two strikes. Corner infielders should playoff the lines to defend against the

larger percentage of ground balls hit to the middle of the field.

Outfielders will play normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center fielder may

shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

7 o 9

P Mound

C Home plate
18 Hold runner, as a pitch is delivered move two shuffles off the line even depth with the bag,
28 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position
SS 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position
38 In slightly to guard the bunt, a body length and 2 steps off the line
LF Middle depth between the 3rd baseman and shortstop
CF Middle depth behind the second base bag
RF Middle depth between the 1st baseman and 2nd baseman
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Positioning: Infield In

Runner on 3rd base with less than two outs, late in game
Infield in positioning will be utilized with a runner on third base with less than two outs in a close contest. This positioning is

mostly used later in games when the run represented at third is a crucial run for the offense. The positioning is designed to

hold the runner at third on any ground ball hit in the infield.

Middle infielders will play on the infield grass and will "pinch" the middle of the field to defend against the larger percentage of

ground balls hit to the middle of the field, corner infielders should playoff the lines for the same reason.

Outfielders will play normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center fielder may

shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

7 o

P Mound

C Home plate
18 (Runner on first) Hold runner, as a pitch is delivered move two shuffles off the line even depth with infield grass

(No runner on first) Even depth with infield grass, a body length and 3 steps off the line
28 Even depth with infield grass, 4 steps toward second base bag from normal positioning
55 Even depth with infield grass, 4 steps toward second base bag from normal positioning
38 Even depth with infield grass, a body length and 3 steps off the line
LF Middle depth between the 3rd baseman and shortstop
CF Middle depth behind the second base bag
RF Middle depth between the 1st baseman and 2nd baseman
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Positioning: No Doubles

Runners on first base with less than two outs
No doubles positioning will be utilized with any number of outs late in a game to guard against extra base hits down the lines

and deep into the outfield.

Middle infielders will play in their normal positioning.

Corner infielders should playa "step and a dive" from the lines to defend against any potential double hit down the line.

Outfielders will play deeper than normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center

fielder may shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

7 o 9

P Mound

C Home plate
18 (Runners on) Hold runner, as pitch is delivered remain even with the bag 1step off the line
18 (No runners on) 1step off the line, and 6 steps back from normal positioning
28 Regular depth aligned with the RF gap
SS Regular depth aligned with the RF gap
38 1 step off the line, and 6 steps back from normal positioning
LF 4 steps back from normal positioning
CF 4 steps back from normal positioning
RF 4 steps back from normal positioning
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Bunt Coverage 1: Normal play

Runner on first base with no outs
In a bunt situation with a runner on first base and no outs, the objective of the defense is to record an out at first.
Aplay can be made to 2nd base on a hard bunt back to any of the charging players

All bunt signs will be relayed to the infield by the s" baseman. Infield will be in double play positioning with the
second baseman shading 2 steps toward first base.
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P Play any ball in front of the mound, record an out at second or first

C Play any ball in front of the plate, record an out at second or first, cover third base if the third baseman
fields the ball

18 Walk in as the pitch is delivered, play any ball between the mound and 1st base line, record an out at second or first
28 Cover first base
55 Cover 2nd if there is a runner on first or trail runner to 3rd from 2nd base depending on the situation before the play
38 Walk in as the pitch is delivered, play any ball between the mound and 3rd base line, record an out at second or first
LF Back up on the left field side
CF Back up any throws to second
RF Back up on the right field side
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Bunt Coverage 2: Read play

Runner on second (or first and second) base with less than two outs
Record an out at either third or first base. Use this play early in a game, or when you have a comfortable lead and
will trade an out for the lead runner's advance.

All bunt signs will be relayed to the infield by the 3rd baseman. Infield will be in double play positioning with the
second baseman shading 2 steps toward first base.

8

9

\

P Play any ball in front of the mound, record an out at second or first

C Play any ball in front of the plate" record an out at first or third
18 Walk in as the pitch is delivered, play any ball between the mound and 1st base line, record an out at first or third
28 Cover first base
55 Cover second base, call for the ball if a play can be made behind the runner at second
38 Charge ONL Y hard bunts passed the pitcher's designated area, communicate with pitcher on fielding priority
LF Back up on the left field side
CF Back up any throws to second, must "float" in highlighted area dependent on where the ball will be thrown
RF Back up on the right field side
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Bunt Coverage 3: Wheel play

Runner on second (or first and second) base with less than two outs
Late in a game with a close score, need the out at s" base. Second base will be left unoccupied and is not an option
for an out. This is a timing play initiated by the 55 drawing the runner back to the bag. The pitcher will only deliver
the pitch when the runner retreats back to the base.

All bunt signs will be relayed to the infield by the fd baseman. Infield will be in double play positioning with the
second baseman shading 2 steps toward first base.

6
j

o7

P Delivers the pitch ONL Y AFTER the SS clears the runner toward 3rd base, play any ball bunted in front of the mound,
record an out at 3rd or first.

C Play any ball bunted in front ofthe plate, record an out at 3rd or first.
18 Charge the ball in designated area, check lead runner, record an out at 3rd or first.
28 Cover first base
SS Crash hard to bag to force the runner back to 2nd, then sprint to cover 3rd base
38 Charge the ball in designated area, check lead runner, record an out at 3rd or first.
LF Back up on the left field side
CF "Float" in highlighted area dependent on where the ball will be thrown
RF Back up on the right field side
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Cuts and Relays: RF Line

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base

C Cover home plate
18 Make sure the batter touches first base. Float around the bag in case of a throw behind the runner
28 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
55 Cover second base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
38 Cover third base, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Cuts and Relays: RF Line with RISP

Runner on second base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
18 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
28 Cover first base. Make sure the batter touches first base, float around the bag in case of a throw behind the runner
SS Cover second base, make sure any trail runner touches the bag
38 Cover third base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Cuts and Relays: RF Gap

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

8~

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base

C Cover home plate
18 Make sure the batter touches first base. Float around the bag in case of a throw behind the runner
28 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
SS Cover second base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
38 Cover third base, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Cuts and Relays: RF Gap with RISP

Runner on second base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

8~

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
18 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
28 Cover first base. Make sure the batter touches first base, float around the bag in case of any throw behind the runner
SS Cover second base, make sure any trail runner touches the bag
38 Cover third base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base.
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Cuts and Relays: LFGap

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base

C Cover home plate
18 Make sure the batter touches first base. Float around the bag in case of a throw behind the runner
28 Cover second base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
SS Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
38 Cover third base, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
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Cuts and Relays: LFGap with RISP

Runner on second base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

7 ~9

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
1B Cover first base. Make sure the batter touches first base, float around the bag in case of any throw behind the runner
2B Cover second base, make sure any trail runner touches the bag
SS Cover third base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
3B Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
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Cuts and Relays: LF Line

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

8~

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base

C Cover home plate
18 Make sure the batter touches first base. Float around the bag in case of a throw behind the runner
28 Cover second base, make sure the lead runner touches the bag
SS Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
38 Cover third base, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
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Cuts and Relays: LF Line with RISP

Runner on second base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up two bases ahead of the occupied base.

8~

P Float in front of the mound to observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate, directing the lead cutoff "right, left, in or out" and whether to cut or allow the throw to go through
1B Cover first base. Make sure the batter touches first base, float around the bag in case of any throw behind the runner
2B Cover second base, make sure any trail runner touches the bag
SS Float by your position to cut off any throw to second base in the event the lead runner scores, before the ball is thrown
3B Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base
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Double Cuts: RF Line

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up three bases ahead of the occupied base. Infield will run a
double cut when a batted ball gets by the outfielder in the gaps or down the lines.

8.:

P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate
1B Become trail cut off, make sure trail runner touches 1sf base and direct lead cutoff "right, left, in or out"
2B Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
SS Cover second base, Make sure the lead runner touches the bag
3B Cover third base. Make sure lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the 2nd base bag, to back up any potential throw to second base.
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Double Cuts: RF Gap

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up three bases ahead of the occupied base. Infield will run a

double cut when a batted ball gets by the outfielder in the gaps or down the lines.

7
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P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate
18 Float around the bag to make sure the batter touches first base, trail the runner to second base
28 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
SS Become trail cut off and direct lead cutoff "right, left, in or out"
38 Cover third base. Make sure lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 3rd base bag to back up any potential throw to third base
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
RF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
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Double Cuts: LFGap

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up three bases ahead of the occupied base. Infield will run a
double cut when a batted ball gets by the outfielder in the gaps or down the lines.

P Run through the middle of the3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate
18 Float around the bag to make sure the batter touches first base, trail the runner to second base
28 Become trail cut off and direct lead cutoff "right, left, in or out"
SS Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
38 Cover third base. Make sure lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
CF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 2nd base bag to back up any potential throw to second base
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Double Cuts: LF Line

Runner on first base with less than two outs
In any regular cut off situation the infielder's will line up three bases ahead of the occupied base. Infield will run a
double cut when a batted ball gets by the outfielder in the gaps or down the lines.

o
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P Run through the middle of the 3rd baseline, observe the lead runner and backup 3rd base or home

C Cover home plate
18 Float around the bag to make sure the batter touches first base, trail the runner to second base
28 Become trail cut off and direct lead cutoff "right, left, in or out"
55 Take the cutoff. Make sure of proper alignment between the ball and base, provide a quality throw into the infield
38 Cover third base. Make sure lead runner touches the bag
LF Hustle after the ball, and deliver a quality throw to the cutoff.
CF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 2nd base bag to back up any potential throw to second base
RF Hustle in toward the infield, aligning with the lead cutoff and 2nd base bag to back up any potential throw to second base
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First and Third Plays: Throw Through

Runners on first and third base with less than two outs
Double play depth will be utilized with runners on first and third base, with less than two outs, catcher will relay sign to field.

Middle infielders will play 3-4 steps in and 3-4 steps toward the middle of the field to make sure they can reach the bag before

the runner. With a left handed hitter at the plate, the shortstop will take the throw from the catcher at second base. With a

right handed hitter up, the second baseman will take the throw. If the runner attempts to steal home from third base, the

position player who takes the throw should continue to move through the bag as indicated by the dotted arrow.

The corner infielders can play in on the grass to defend against a run scoring on a ground ball in the infield.

Outfielders will play normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center fielder may

shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

7

P Mound

C Check the runner at third before throwing to second in the event the runner at first attempts to steal second
18 Hold runner, as a pitch is delivered move two shuffles off the line even depth with the bag, Call "runner" when runner steals.
28 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position, take the throw from the catcher with a RH hitter
55 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position, take the throw from the catcher with a LH hitter
38 In slightly to guard the bunt, a body length and 2 steps off the line, if runner at third can be picked off throw both hands in

the air to alert the catcher
LF Middle depth between the 3rd baseman and shortstop
CF Middle depth behind the second base bag
RF Middle depth between the 1st baseman and 2nd baseman
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First and Third Plays: Throw to third or hold

Runners on first and third base with less than two outs
Double play depth will be utilized with runners on first and third base,with lessthan two outs, catcher will relay sign to field.

Middle infielders will play 3-4 steps in and 3-4 steps toward the middle of the field to make sure they can reach the bag before
the runner. With a left handed hitter at the plate, the shortstop will take the throw from the catcher at second base. With a
right handed hitter up, the second baseman will take the throw. Middle infielders should cover second as if a throw were bei ng
made from the catcher.

The corner infielders can play in on the grassto defend against a run scoring on a ground ball in the infield. Third baseman will
break to the bag immediately after the pitch crosses the plate.

Outfielders will play normal depth and "straight up", or in line with the infield gaps. At the higher levels the center fielder may
shade slightly to the hitter's pull side.

8

9

P Mound

C Check the runner at third before throwing to second in the event the runner at first attempts to steal second
18 Hold runner, as a pitch is delivered move two shuffles off the line even depth with the bag, Call "runner" when runner steals.
28 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position, take the throw from the catcher with a RH hitter
SS 4 steps in and 3 steps toward second base bag from normal position, take the throw from the catcher with a LH hitter
38 In slightly to guard the bunt, a body length and 2 steps off the line, if runner at third can be picked off throw both hands in

the air to alert the catcher
LF Middle depth between the 3rd baseman and shortstop
CF Middle depth behind the second base bag
RF Middle depth between the 1st baseman and 2nd baseman
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Rundowns

The key to a successful rundown is to record an out in three throws or less. Rundowns can occur in a number of situations but
all are executed in the same fashion. In this example, a situation where a runner hasoverrun third base is depicted. The ball is
controlled by the catcher from the throw home and the runner is caught up between bases. The player in control of the ball
will always rundown the base runner at a controlled pace.The goal is to make the runner commit to one direction, this is
indicated by the runner turning their body completely toward one of the basesand away from the player with the ball. Once
the runner has committed, the ball should be thrown to the player covering the base behind the runner. If a tag cannot be
immediately applied the process will continue in the same fashion until the runner is run back or tagged out.

8

7 6 9
I
I
I
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P Back up throw to home, rotate into the rundown behind the catcher if needed

C Close ground on the runner with the ball making them commit to a direction
1B Cover first base
2B Cover second base
55 Back up third base and rotate into the rundown if needed
3B Cover third base, close ground on the runner by walking slowly away from the bag ab out 3paces
LF Back up any throws to third base
CF Move to back up any potential throws to second
RF Move to back up any potential throws to second
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